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Ideas:

- Bracelet
- Lost earrings
- Changing colour
- Repel
- Attract
- Fun
- Useful



My Plan
I get annoyed when my earrings go missing. So i think it would be great if you 
could create a Magnetic Bracelet that could find them when they go missing.

The earrings and bracelet can come as a set that you wear together.

When the earrings are in and bracelet is worn the bracelet will have a little orange 
light showing that the bracelet and earrings repel each other as they are a full set.

However when the earring or earrings fall out the bracelet will then shine red to 
show that the magnet inside will now attract to find the missing earring or earrings. 



My Designs

- This is my Idea of what the Bracelet and earrings 
will look like. All the charms will have tiny magnets 
inside them, which will repel when they are worn 
together at the same time. Lighting up the charms on 
the bracelet and inside the earrings orange.

- However when you lose an earring the magnets will 
then activate attract mode turning all the magnets 
Red to help you find the missing earring or earrings.

The images on the left, 
show the repel setting, 

where all items are worn 
together and all is good.

The images on the right 
show the attract setting 

which is where you have lost 
an earring or earrings and 
the fun begins in finding 

them.



Oh No i’ve lost my earring!

What happens next?

The magnets inside the bracelet will continue to make the charms light up red until you find the 
earrings and the set is complete again. You will walk around with your arm that you are wearing 
the bracelet on stretched out, when you are close the little red lights will start to flicker orange, 
the magnets will then draw the earrings in with the attract magnetic force. They can attract the 
earrings by up to 10cm, which is super cool.



Thank you for 
listening to my 

Idea.

The End!


